In this paper we deal with the method of fundamental solution for the threedimensional Dirichlet problem, where the fundamental solution of Laplace operator is used. First we construct the arrangement of the collocation points on the spherical surface. We deal with the three problems: the problem of the concentric ring domain, the problem of the non-concentric ring domain, and the problem of the unbounded domain with the boundary of the two spheres. For these problems, we have developed some algorithms by rearranging the singular points. By our algorithms we can obtain the accurate approximation even if the distance of the two spheres is small.
INTRODUCTION
We denote a point p(x, y, z) in the three-dimensional Euclidean space R 3 . Let Ω be a domain in R 3 The Method of Fundamental Solution for the Dirichlet Problem in R 3 with the Boundary of the two Spheres where in case Ω is an unbounded domain, u satisfies the condition Throughout this paper, we assume that ∂Ω consists of the two spherical surfaces.
It is well known that the numerical methods for solving the partial differential equations are the difference method, the finite element method, and the boundary element method. For these problems, however, we have an alternative method: the method of fundamental solution [1] [2] . In this method the fundamental solutions of the linear partial differential operators are used. Some results have been obtained for R 2 [3] [4] , and for R 3 [5] [6] [7] [8] . We can obtain an approximation U to the harmonic function u on Ω as follows where q j (j = 1, , N) are the N points outside Ω, K(p, q j ) is the fundamental solution of the operator ∆, and σ j are the constants. In R 3 the fundamental solution is known as where |p − q j | is the distance of p and q j .
The basic algorithm of the method of fundamental solution is described as follows.
Basic algorithm. To compute the approximation U for Dirichlet problem do: (i) Choose the N points p i (i = 1, , N) on ∂Ω and choose the N points
where (iii) Obtain U by the following form For our paper in section 2 we show the arrangement of the collocation points on the spherical surface and the error norm. In section 3 we deal with the example for the concentric ring domain (Example 1). In section 4 we deal with the examples for the non-concentric ring domain (Example 2 and its revised algorithm as Example 2A). In section 5 we deal with the examples for the unbounded domain with the boundary of the two spheres (Example 3 and its revised algorithm as Example 3A). In section 6 we have the concluding remarks of this paper.
THE COLLOCATION POINTS AND THE ERROR NORM
We know that the regular icosahedron has the 12 nodal points. We adopt these nodal points as the collocation points on the spherical surface at the first step.
Algorithm G1 (Arrangement of the collocation points). Let O be the center of the unit sphere, and let P ν (ν = 1, 2, 3) be the collocation points that are placed at the vertices of a plane triangle on the regular icosahedron. Let be the newly chosen collocation points associated to
Here we have the newly chosen collocation points . At the same we have the subdivision process, where on the unit sphere each plane triangle is subdivided into 4 plane triangles. Recursively using this subdivision algorithm, by P and we have the new arrangements of the collocation points. Then we have the total numbers N of the collocation points: N = 12, 42, 162, 642, 2562, .
On the boundary we have the maximum error of the computational solution of Dirichlet problem. Let T p = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 } be the set of the collocation points in each plane triangle that is recursively subdivided above. Then we can compute the center of gravity G p to each T p . We compute the evaluation point G for the error norm as the following
We have the total numbers M of the evaluation points G in each N: M = 20, 80, 320, 1280, 5120, . Let u be the exact solution and let U be its approximation. We have the error norm E for the evaluation points G µ (µ = 1, , M ).
THE CONCENTRIC RING DOMAIN 3.1. Example 1
Let p(x, y, z) be a point in R 3 . Let Fig. 1 shows the concentric ring domain Ω in Example 1. We deal with the Dirichlet problem of the concentric ring domain Ω that satisfies the following conditions
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The exact solution of this Dirichlet problem is given as the following form
We choose the collocation points on β 0 and β 1 by using Algorithm G1, and choose the singular points by using the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 (Arrangement of the singular points). Let P 0 be a collocation point on β 0 , and let P 1 be a collocation point on β 1 . Choose the singular points Q 0 and Q 1 as the following algorithm.
In this example we choose r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10 and compute the error norm E on β 0 and β 1 in α = 10 κ/50 (κ = 1, , 50). Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the error norm E that depends on the two parameters N and α. Table 1 shows the error norms E with the optimal values of α from the results of Table 1 . The error norms E with the optimal values of α in Example 1 (r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10).
log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E (log 10 α) ( log 10 α) ( log 10 α) ( log 10 α) ( log 10 α) Fig. 4 shows the non-concentric ring domain Ω in Example 2. We deal with the Dirichlet problem of the non-concentric ring domain Ω that satisfies the following conditions Algorithm 2 (Basic arrangement of the singular points). Let P 0 be a collocation point on β 0 , and let P 1 be a collocation point on β 1 . Choose the singular points Q 0 and Q 1 as the following algorithm. Table 2 shows the error norms E with the optimal values of α for N in each d (= 9/2, 9/4, , 9/64). Fig. 5 shows the error norms E for α (d = 9/16) in Example 2.
Example 2A (the revised algorithm of Example 2)
To improve the results of Example 2, we show the revised algorithm by modifying the arrangement of the collocation points and the singular points. Let P be a collocation point on β 1 , and let T p be the set of the collocation points in Algorithm G1 that satisfies P ∈ T p . Let S(P) be the set of the collocation points P′ on β 1 , such that
In this example we define the rearrangement factor k(P) (P ∈ β 1 ): Table 2 . The error norms E with the optimal values of α in Example 2 (r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10).
log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E d (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) Algorithm 2A (Modified arrangement of the singular points). Let O = (0, 0, 0) and let A = (0, 0, z 0 ). To choose the singular points do:
(ii) Let P 0 be a collocation point on β 0 by Algorithm G1. Choose the singular point Q 0 as follows (ii) Let P 0 be a collocation point on β 0 by Algorithm G1. Choose the collocation point P 1 on β 1 as follows
Choose the singular point Q 1 as follows In this example we also choose r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10. Fig. 6 shows the non-concentric ring domain Ω in Example 2A. Table 3 shows the error norms E with the optimal values of α for N in each d (= 9/2, 9/4, , 9/64). Fig. 7 shows the error norms E for α (d = 9/16) in Example 2A. For r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10, d = 9/16, the results of Example 2A (Fig. 7) are improved, compared to the results of Example 2 (Fig. 5 ).
THE UNBOUNDED DOMAIN WITH THE BOUNDARY OF THE TWO SPHERES 5.1. Example 3
Let p(x, y, z) be a point in R 3 . Let Fig. 8 shows the unbounded domain Ω with the boundary of the two spheres in Example 3. We deal with the Dirichlet problem of the unbounded domain Ω with the boundary of the two spheres that satisfies the following conditions log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E d (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) 
Algorithm 3 (Basic arrangement of the singular points).
Let P 0 be a collocation point on β 0 , and let P 1 be a collocation point on β 1 . Choose the singular points Q 0 and Q 1 as the following algorithm.
Let d be the distance of β 0 and β 1 . Then we have d = z 1 − r 0 − r 1 . In this example we choose r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10. Table 4 shows the error norms E with the optimal values of α for N in each d (= 16, 8, , 1/16 ). Fig. 9 shows the error norms E for α (d = 1/4) in Example 3.
Example 3A (the revised algorithm of Example 3)
To improve the results of Example 3 for d ≤ r 1 , we show the revised algorithm by modifying the arrangement of the collocation points and the singular points. Let P be a collocation point on β 0 and β 1 , and let T p be the set of the collocation points in Algorithm G1 that satisfies P ∈ T p . Let S(P) be the set of the collocation points P ′ on β 0 and β 1 , such that Figure 8 . The unbounded domain in Example 3.
In this example we define the rearrangement factors k 0 (P) (P ∈ β 0 ) and k 1 (P) (P ∈ β 1 ): Table 4 . The error norms E with the optimal values of α in Example 3 (r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10).
log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E log 10 E d (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) (log 10 α) Algorithm 3A (Modified arrangement of the singular points). Choose the singular point Q 0 as follows (ii) Let P ′ 1 be a point on β ′ 1 by Algorithm G1. Choose the collocation point P 1 on β 1 as follows Choose the singular point Q 1 as follows
In this example we also choose r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10. Fig. 10 shows the unbounded domain Ω with the boundary of the two spheres in Example 3A. Table 5 shows the error norms E with the optimal values of α for N in each d (= 16, 8, , 1/16). Fig. 11 shows the error norms E for α (d = 1/4) in Example 3A. For r 0 = 1, r 1 = 10, d = 1/4, the results of Example 3A (Fig. 11) are clearly improved, compared to the results of Example 3 (Fig. 9 ).
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k P AP Figure 10 . The unbounded domain in Example 3A.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we deal with the method of fundamental solution for the threedimensional Dirichlet problem with the boundary of the two spheres. We have obtained the following results.
The algorithm for the arrangement of the collocation points on the spherical surface (Algorithm G1) is constructed by adopting the simple recursive subdivision routine that starts from the data of the regular icosahedron. By Algorithm 1 we have obtained the very accurate approximation of the harmonic solution for the problem in the case of the concentric ring domain.
For the problem in the case of the non-concentric ring domain, we have developed an algorithm (Algorithm 2A) by rearranging the singular points on the outer boundary element. This algorithm is available even if the distance of the two spheres is small.
For the problem in the case of the unbounded domain with the boundary of the two spheres, we have developed an algorithm (Algorithm 3A) by rearranging the singular points on both of the spheres. This algorithm is available even if the distance of the two spheres is small.
